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Abstract

The development of ever more efficient hardware and software has allowed for
the simulation of complex biological systems, such as that of a large protein, in
atomistic detail on the timescale of up to around a microsecond. This is enough
to observe biologically significant conformational changes driven by complex com-
binations of thermally induced perturbations to single atoms that make up the
protein. Neuraminidase (NA) is a major protein of influenza (commonly known as
flu), the causative agent of many recent pandemics. Recent studies have revealed
complex functional dynamics of the protein’s 150-loop, which leads to drug unbind-
ing and confers drug resistance. This project involved running simulations of 7 types
of NA (including wild-type and mutated structures of the free protein, as well as
bound with Oseltamivir) in order to find out what underpins the mechanism of drug
resistance and explore data mining and machine learning methods for identifying
biologically significant events in the simulations and quantitatively defining the con-
formational states of the 150-loop. The simulations confirmed previously observed
behaviour of the 150-loop that can be mechanistically related to drug resistance.
Reducing the dimensionality of the system down to only the states that are defined
by distinct peaks in the time occupancy of the secondary structure dihedral an-
gle histograms and constructing a network of transitions between states provides a
new method for comparing the phase space explored by simulation trajectories and
quantifying activation energy barriers between conformational states.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

1.1 The role of Neuraminidase in Influenza pandemics

Figure 1: Structure of the influenza virion.
Figure by[1].

Influenza, commonly known as flu, is
a virus that causes a respiratory infec-
tion and spreads freely amongst birds and
mammals. In humans the symptoms are:
fever, headache, muscle and joint inflam-
mation, sore throat and a runny nose. Be-
cause the virus can result in fatalities of
people with a weakened immune system,
the observed spread of the H5N1 avian in-
fluenza (bird flu) in 2004 [2], H1N1 (swine
flu) in 2009 [3] and H7N9 (new strain of
bird flu in China [4]) in February 2013 has
raised public concerns about future out-
breaks and resulted in governments stock-
ing up high supplies of antiviral drugs,
such as Oseltamivir (commonly known as Tamiflu) [5]. However, during the more re-
cent outbreaks, mutated strains of the virus emerged, which showed an increased drug
resistance. Therefore, it is essential that further research is carried out in order to better
understand the pathogenic mechanism and design more efficient drugs [6, 7].

Neuraminidase (NA) is a major protein of Influenza (figure 1), located on the surface of
the virion particle. Structurally, it is a tetramer consisting of 4 identical proteins (fig. 2).
By infecting the host’s cell, the virus turns it into a replication machine (sometimes also
referred to as a “flu factory”). NA is necessary for releasing the virions from the infected
host’s cell. Due to its crucial function in pathogenesis, the infection spread is controlled
by inhibiting its activity with drug molecules. At the present state of knowledge there
are 9 known variants of NA (N1-N9), which, based on their structure, have been grouped
into two categories: ones with a cavity adjacent to the 150-loop (N1, N4, N5, N8), and
ones with a more compact active site (N2, N3, N6, N7, N9) [8]. Apart from that, in the
past years, it has been demonstrated that, in structures from the first group, the 150-loop
shows remarkable flexibility, which has been hypothesized to play an important role in
drug binding and unbinding [9]. As a result of the increased flexibility, the loop can swing
between two conformations labeled as the open and closed states (figure 3). During the
opening, the loop appears to mechanistically act to pick up the Tamiflu molecule and
pull it out from the protein. Likewise, during closing, the loop may contribute to drug
rebinding, however experimental results have allowed for linking the strains with the
flexible loop to enhanced drug-resistance of the virus [6, 7, 10].
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Figure 2: A cartoon representation of
the NA tetramer. Figure from [8].

Figure 3: Open/closed conformations of
150-loop in different variants of NA. Fig-
ure taken from [11].

1.2 Long-scale Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations

Molecular dynamics simulations allow for mechanistic observations of biological systems,
such as NA in an aqueous solution, in atomistic detail. Recent advances in computer
hardware and software (mainly the widespread availability of programmable graphical
processing units) currently allow running simulations of larger systems up to about 1
microsecond. The resultant simulation trajectories are very long and hence, take up
vast amounts of storage space, to the extent that their analysis is starting to become a
data management problem. At present, it is unfeasible to store all frames of a generated
trajectory. Apart from that, to allow loading the trajectory into visualization software
(into random access memory available to an office desktop computer), the systems size is
usually reduced by stripping off all the water molecules, which often play an important
role in the phenomena of interest [12].

On the timescale of current simulations, it is possible to observe conformational
changes of the protein’s structure driven by complex combinations of random thermal
perturbations of atoms that make up the protein. However, during the simulation, these
events usually don’t happen very often and it is very difficult to analyze many gigabytes
of data in the search of “an interesting event” [13]. Research of different systems, based
on molecular dynamics simulations, could progress much more efficiently if there existed
ways of automatically detecting scientifically interesting events in the simulation trajec-
tory, or a means of driving conformational changes quicker by pumping energy into the
system. Both tasks are very far from trivial since it is hard to define the characteristics of
“an interesting event” and driving energy into the system only makes sense if it promotes
transitions into physically realistic conformations that have an activation energy barrier
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high enough to happen rarely in the observed trajectory, but often enough to play an
important biological role.

Throughout the trajectory, from the point of view of a human observer, the simulated
system vibrates randomly and, on average, the positions of atoms that make up the system
(excluding the aqueous solution) stay the same. Infrequently however, a conformational
change occurs. Usually, such a change requires overcoming a significant activation energy
barrier and is only accessible from certain conformational states, followed by a certain
complex combination of random thermal perturbations. Automatically identifying such
an event is very difficult as the changes that lead to the conformational change are very
subtle therefore virtually indistinguishable from the random noise.

Without experimentally identifying multiple conformations, driving physically real-
istic conformational changes is impossible. However, even in the case when the crystal
structures of several conformations are known, it is not a straightforward task to force the
system between the states. That is because the minimum free energy landscape almost
never lies along the geometrically shortest distance between states. In fact, it is simply
unknown, and the common approach is umbrella sampling where harmonic potentials are
attached to the points on the structure and progressively pulled towards the final state
[14]. This however cannot account for the non-linearity of the dynamics and often forces
the structure into energetically unfavourable, and hence unphysical, states.

1.3 Aims of the project

At present, there are no established tools for the analysis of long timescale molecular
dynamics trajectories, specialized in data mining and automatically detection of confor-
mational changes. The idea behind the project is to utilize the fact that amino-acid
chains, which form the protein, in the folded state, are aligned with respect to one an-
other, giving the protein its structure, but also restricting the freedom of motion of the
atoms. The motion of the linked together carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms is especially
limited as these atoms form the protein’s backbone, which is the rigid architecture that
defines the protein’s shape. Instead of tracking the simulation trajectory by consider-
ing each atom individually, any combination of 4 atoms can be taken to form 2 planes,
whose normal vectors intersect at an angle called the dihedral angle. This restricts the
number of degrees of freedom that need to be considered, since only changes in relative
positions of atoms with respect to one another can give rise to conformational changes in
the protein’s structure.

The main aim of the project, apart from running and analyzing molecular dynamics
simulations of different NA structures, is to utilize the dihedral angle trajectory and di-
hedral angular velocity to find a means of universally analyzing a molecular dynamics
trajectory and detecting biologically interesting events (ones that give rise to conforma-
tional transitions).
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2 Background Theory

2.1 Molecular Dynamics simulations

Everything in the Universe is made out of just three basic particles: the electrons, the
protons and the neutrons. Their combinations give rise to atoms of different properties,
that in turn, after joining into compound molecules form significantly more complex
systems. This is all possible thanks to the few basic laws of physics that govern the
interactions between all matter. Molecular dynamics attempts to simulate the behaviour
of macromolecules by considering each atom individually and approximating its velocity
and position, by determining its interaction with all the other atoms in the system. At
the present state of knowledge, the interaction parameters (force field parameters) are
accurate enough to obtain results of simulations (on the order of hundreds of nanoseconds)
that agree with data derived from lab experiments. Observing the time evolution of
biological systems in atomistic detail allows gaining an understanding of the mechanisms
that underpin biological phenomena at molecular level.

For this to be possible, the simulations are implemented with great detail. The macro-
scopic properties of the simulated systems arise from averages of iterations between whole
ensembles of molecules. Therefore, the simulated systems also need to consist of many
thousands of atoms including ones that make up the macromolecule of interest (such as
NA) as well as its environment (aqueous solution, often with the addition of ions). In
order to obtain realistic results, thermodynamic conditions (temperature and pressure)
need to be ensured. Running the simulation involves discretizing the dynamical trajec-
tories of atoms into time steps, which need to be shorter than the typical period of an
atomic vibrational frequency (on the order of femtoseconds). At each simulation time
step, a force is calculated for every atom in the system, which allows to determine the
atom’s acceleration, in accordance with Newton’s second law of motion:

�!
F
i

= m
i

·�!̈r
i

(1)

where
�!
F
i

is the force on atom i, while m
i

and
�!̈
r
i

are its mass and acceleration.
This allows updating the atom’s velocity and position. Doing so over and over again
for millions of time-steps yields a continuous trajectory for all atoms.With the current
computational power, it is possible to observe the time evolution of the system for up to
about a microsecond. Figure 4 shows the typical timescales of biological processes.

Figure 4: Typical time scales of biological processes. Figure taken from [15].

Since Newton’s second law is the fundamental equation that determines the outcome
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of the entire simulation, the force on each atom needs to be determined with great
precision. This is the most challenging task, since in real life inter-atomic interactions
are governed by the laws of quantum mechanics. It is however currently impossible to
perform quantum molecular mechanics for all atoms in the system due to the required
enormous computational effort. Instead, empirically derived force fields are used. The
force field, defined by chemists, is the potential energy function of a system of particles,
obtained by summing all the bonded and non-bonded inter and intra-atomic interactions.
The non-bonded interactions are: the Coulombic (electrostatic) and Lennard Jones (short
range Pauli repulsion and long range Van der Walls attraction) potentials.

Usually, for a more efficient computation, these interactions have a finite cutoff range.
Another simplification of reality is that force fields usually only take into account pair-
additive interactions, while the non pair-additive interactions (such as atomic polariz-
ability) are represented by averaged effective pair potentials. The bonded interactions
include: covalent bond-stretching, angle-bending, and torsion angles (bond rotation); see
figure 5.

Figure 5: Inter and intra-atomic interactions that constitute a force field. Image take
from [16]..

For this project, the AmberFF03 (Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement,
[17]) force field has been used. Initially it had been established by Peter Kollman et al.
[18]. Its functional form is given by:
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The first term (summing over bonds) accounts for the potential energy between cova-
lently bonded atoms. It is the harmonic potential, which yields the most accurate values
when atoms are near equilibrium bond lengths. The second term (summing over angles)
represents the potential from the geometry of the electron orbitals that are involved in
the covalent bonding. The third term (summing over torsions) is the energy of twisting
a bond due to bond order and neighbouring bonds or lone pairs of electrons. The forth
term adds the Van der Waals and Coulombic non-bonded interactions.
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3 Methods

3.1 Simulations setup

Figure 6: Initial setup of the mutated 3TI6
system with Oseltamivir in the active site.
The 150-loop is coloured yellow, its residues
(151, 152) that interact with Oseltamivir are
shown; on the opposite side, the mutated
residue (Tyrosine) is shown. Image gener-
ated with VMD [19].

For the project, 9 systems of 7 different
crystal structures of NA were set up to sim-
ulate for 500ns. This includes:

• 3 systems without a drug inhibitor,
varying in the flexibility properties of
the 150-loop (PDB structures 3NSS
[20], type H1N1; 1NN2 [21], type
H2N2, loop initially closed; and
4K1H [11], type H2N2, loop initially
half-open).

• 3 corresponding systems of the same
proteins, but with an Oseltamivir
molecule bound in the active site,
varying in the flexibility properties
of the 150 loop (PDB structures
3TI6 [22], type H1N1; 4K1I [11],
type H2N2, loop initially closed; and
4K1K [11], type H2N2, loop initially
half-open).

• 3 identical systems of a mutated NA
with an Oseltamivir molecule bound
in the active site (modified PDB
structure 3TI6, type H1N1), which
has previously been observed to have
an enhanced drug resistance due to
multiple flips between the open and closed conformations of the 150-loop that re-
sulted in drug unbinding and rebinding [23]. The mutation involved replacing a
Histidine (figure 7) amino acid (residue number 274) with a larger Tyrosine (figure
8) on the opposite side of the 150-loop, which has been observed to act by pushing
the drug out of the binding site [4]. Figure 6 shows the initial setup of the mutated
protein bound with Oseltamivir.

Figure 7: Histidine. Figure 8: Tyrosine.
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Although some have earlier suggested such a system would be unstable [24, 25], pre-
vious successful runs [26, 27] encouraged setting up the systems using only one monomer
cut out from the crystal structure of the NA tetramer, to increase the computation speed.
The general setup protocol has already been tested by Woods et al. [10]. In all systems,
missing hydrogen atoms were added using the LEaP module in AMBER 12 (bug-fix 9)
[28]. The systems were solvated using TIP3P [29] water in an ⇠ 903Å3 box with Cl−
or Na+ ions added for electrical neutralization. In the ligand-bound systems, hydrogens
were added to the drug molecules and optimized using Gaussian03 [30] at the HF/6-31G*
level of theory. The generalized AMBER force field (GAFF, [18]) was used to model the
Oseltamivir molecules, and the FF03 [17] force field was used to model NA. The atomic
charges for the ligands were obtained using the RESP module implemented in AMBER
12 [28] based on an electrostatic potential calculated from a single point calculation at
the HF/6-31G* level using Gaussian03 [30].

The simulations were performed on nodes consisting of 3 graphical processing units
(GPUs) nVidia Tesla of the EMERALD cluster available for the University of Bristol
users, as part of the e-Infrastructure South Consortium. First, an energy minimization
was performed for each system to optimize just the positions of the hydrogen atoms
and water molecules, while imposing position restraints on the protein and ligand, us-
ing the “Simulated annealing with NMR-derived energy restraints” (SANDER) module
of AMBER 12 [28]. Next, energy minimization was carried out on all atoms in the sys-
tem. MD simulations were then performed using PMEMD.CUDA from AMBER 12 [28].
PMEMD.CUDA is a recently developed version of the PMEMD module that has been
adapted to run on GPUs produced by nVidia, delivering up to a 100-fold boost in the
computation performance, as compared with a traditional central processing unit (CPU).

The simulations were performed using a time step of 2 fs and a cutoff radius of 10 Å
for the non-bonded interactions. The particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method was used for
computing the long-range electrostatic interactions [31]. The SHAKE [32] algorithm was
used to satisfy hydrogen bond geometry constraints. Following the energy minimization,
the systems were heated gradually to a temperature of 310 K over a period of 100 ps
of NVT dynamics (conserved number of particles, volume and temperature). Next, the
systems were equilibrated using NVT dynamics for 100 ps at 310 K and then 800 ps using
NPT dynamics (conserved number of particles, pressure and temperature) at 310 K and
1 atm pressure. Before resubmitting for the full 500 ns runs, the systems were checked
visually in VMD [19]. A Langevin thermostat was used for all NVT and NPT dynamics.
The stability of the systems was monitored visually many times throughout the 500 ns
runs.
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3.2 The root-mean-square deviation of atomic positions

The root-mean-square deviation of atomic positions (RMSD) is a widely used method
for quantifying the overall change in position of atoms between two superimposed struc-
tures of the same protein. For the results to be meaningful, and correspond to actual
conformational changes in the structure, only the backbone atoms are considered. The
method gives a measure of the average distance between corresponding atoms of the two
structures:

RMSD =

vuut 1

N

NX

i

�2
i

(3)

where N is the number of atoms considered and �
i

is the distance between the atom
i in the two structures.

3.3 Dihedral angle time occupancy histograms

The structure of a folded protein is mostly unchanged throughout a MD trajectory.
Therefore, most of the time, the positions of atoms, and also the dihedral angles between
multiple atoms of the protein’s backbone remain the same. In a trajectory of a very rigid
protein, where no conformational changes occur, it should be expected that the time
occupancy histograms of dihedral angles between atoms of the secondary structure follow
normal time distributions (see figure 9). In the case when more conformations are present,
the time occupation histograms of dihedral angles between atoms whose positions with
respect to one another have changed will show multiple normal distributions (one for each
conformation, see figure 9).

Figure 9: LHS: Time occupancy histogram of a dihedral that remains in the same state
throughout the trajectory; RHS: Time occupancy histogram of a dihedral that resides in
two states during the simulation trajectory.

This allows automatically identifying and classifying conformational states of a protein
(or its part, such as the 150-loop), and provides a new system of coordinates with a greatly
reduced dimensionality (instead of tracking the positions of all atoms or the dihedrals
between them, the conformational state is defined by the correspondence to the peaks of
the dihedral occupancy normal distributions).
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Figure 10: Backbone dihedral angles. Figure
from [33].

A python algorithm for this task has
been implemented. The inputs are: a PDB
file with the specified residues to take into
consideration and a trajectory file with
coordinates for each atom at every time
frame along with the specified total num-
ber of atoms and frames. Additionally, a
minimum time occupancy (fraction of to-
tal number of frames) for a state to be
considered needs to be specified (it was
chosen to be 5% throughout this project).
The script generates normalized time occu-
pancy histograms for dihedrals along the
protein’s backbone ( , around the CA-C
bonds; and �, around the N-CA bonds; but
excluding the ! dihedrals, which are the
angles around the C-N peptide and their
partial-double-bond character causes them
to stay planar, see figure 10). Next, the
histograms are smoothed and the script checks for peaks (maxima) and boundaries be-
tween them (minima). The area under the peaks is obtained through integration of
histograms bins; states that satisfy the minimum occupancy condition are added to the
library of possible conformations.

3.4 Important dihedral identification

With the aim to automatically detect conformational transitions in the trajectory, a
method for identifying the dihedrals that best reflect the root mean square deviation
(RMSD) changes in the structure has been developed. The RMSD is computed for each
frame, taking into consideration only the region of interest (in this project, only the
150-loop). Then, for each combination of 4 backbone atoms in the structure of interest,
the dihedral trajectories are prepared and their contribution to the RMSD change is
estimated through linear regression. It is worth pointing out that this method can identify
unphysical dihedrals that, in the case of the 150-loop, act as hinges that rotate as the
loop opens/closes. However, due to the highly nonlinear nature of the loop’s dynamics
and great number of dihedrals to consider, this method has been considered as unreliable.
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3.5 Signal analysis of dihedral trajectories with Empirical Mode

Decomposition

Figure 11: Top: angular velocity of a loop-
150 dihedral throughout the trajectory, after
applying a 50 frame Hanning window; Bot-
tom: real Fourier transform of the signal.

In order to automatically detect conforma-
tional changes in the trajectory, their sig-
nal needs to be separated from the unin-
teresting noise. The trouble is that these
changes are very subtle and arise from sub-
tle arrangements of atoms combined with
the right thermal perturbations. It is a
known fact that low-frequency phonons
(collective vibration of atoms across the
crystal structure), on the order of 1011 �
1012Hz, are generated in proteins at their
normal temperatures of operation [34]. De-
tecting anomalies in this signal should al-
low detecting “interesting events” in the
trajectory. However, running a Fourier
transform of the dihedral trajectories re-
veals that in fact, throughout the trajec-
tory, there is a high amount of signal de-
tectable at a very high range of frequencies
(figure 11).

Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) is a method that decomposes a data signal
into a set of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). An IMF, by definition, is a function that
has an equal number of local extrema and zero crossings and whose envelopes, determined
by the local minima and maxima, are symmetrical about zero. Physically, they represent
simple oscillatory modes of a mono-component signal, with a time varying amplitude and
frequency.

The sifting procedure is used for decomposing a signal into IMFs:

• All local maxima and minima are connected by cubic spline lines to form the upper
and lower envelopes.

• The first component, h1is taken as the difference between the original data signal
X(t) and the mean of the envelopes :

h1 = X(t)�m1

• If the first component h1 satisfies the definition of an IMF, the procedure stops.
Otherwise the procedure is repeated now treating the first component as the data
signal. The procedure is repeated until the IMF conditions are satisfied, or the
stoppage criterion is met (proposed by Huang et. al [35]):

SD
k

=
⌃T

t=0 [hk�1(t)� h
k

(t)]2

⌃T

t=0h
2
k�1(t)
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SD
k

, the sum of the difference of the kth component has to be smaller than a predefined
threshold value.

• The first IMF, labeled as c1is then separated from the original data X(t) to obtain
the residue r1:

r1 = X(t)� c1

• The above steps are then repeated to obtain the next IMFs, until the residue
r
k

becomes a monotonic function.

Figure 12: First four IMFs extracted from
signal of a dihedral angle trajectory.

The obtained IMFs, in ascending order,
contain monotonic signals of ascending pe-
riods extracted from the original data. Fig-
ure 12 represents an example set of IMFs
extracted from a dihedral trajectory. Com-
paring the IMFs with a visual inspection of
the MD trajectory allowed identifying the
fourth IMF as one whose signal best re-
flects conformational changes in the atomic
trajectory. Because the amplitude of the
IMFs vary for different dihedrals, in or-
der for an event to be classified as “inter-
esting, possibly related to a rare confor-
mational change”, the IMF signal at these
time points needs to exceed the average
signal in the trajectory by a predefined fac-
tor of the standard deviations of the sig-
nal’s amplitude (the factor was chosen as 2.0 for the analysis in this project).

A python script for the automatic detection of possibly interesting events in the
trajectory has been implemented. The inputs are: a PDB file with the specified residues
to take into consideration and a trajectory file with coordinates for each atom at every
time frame along with the specified total number of atoms and frames. Additionally, a
minimum factor of the standard deviations in the signal’s amplitude that the signal must
exceed to be accepted as “interesting”, needs to be specified. Figure shows an example
of the fourth IMF for a dihedral trajectory with identified putative conformation change
events. The script performs an EMD of the signal (using an implementation by Jaidev
Deshpande [36]) and returns a graph with the dihedral angles (labeled by the atom
numbers from the PDB input file) and time points in the trajectory that have been
identified as “interesting”. To improve the scripts accuracy, only the dihedrals whose time
occupation histograms show two or more distinct peaks are considered.

Figure 13: Fourth IMF of a dihedral trajectory.
The red dots represent “interesting events”.
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3.6 Network analysis of pathways between states

The use of dihedral angle time occupation histograms to classify conformations into states
allows collecting a database of transitions between states from the trajectory. This al-
lows building directed networks of pathways of transitions between states, which, in the
case of analyzing the same structure (that exhibits the same dynamics and occupies the
same set (or subset) of dihedral states), can be overlaid on top of one another to find
out, comparatively, how much of the possible conformational space the structures have
explored. Plotting the resultant network of transitions allows for a visual clustering of
states and identification of critical pathways necessary for conformational changes.

Moreover, collecting all of the transitions between states allows estimating the acti-
vation energy barrier dG

ij

from any state i to any state j:

�G
ij

= �k
b

T
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4log
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5 (4)

where k
b

is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature and n
ij

represents the number of
transitions from state i to state j. The second term in the bracket is the normalization,
which ensures that self transitions require 0 activation energy. If no self transitions have
been observed (n

ii

= 0), the normalization term is set to 0. This equation only applies for
calculating the activation energy barriers for transitions between states that are possible
(have been observed), so n

ij

6= 0.
A python script has been implemented to perform this analysis. The inputs are: a

PDB file with the specified residues to take into consideration and a trajectory file with
coordinates for each atom at every time frame along with the specified total number
of atoms and frames.On top of that, the minimum time occupancy of a dihedral for
another state to be considered needs to be specified. The script outputs input files
for Cytoscape (a network visualization and analysis software package [37]). Optionally,
multiple trajectories may be specified in order to create an overlay map of the states
explored by each trajectory. In the case of 3 input trajectories, nodes are coloured
following the red-green-blue RGB mixing rules (if a state has been explored only by
one of the trajectories, it is coloured correspondingly, but if it was explored by more
than one trajectory, the colours are mixed giving either yellow, cyan, magenta or white).
If more then 3 trajectories are given as inputs, nodes that represent states, which are
unique to only one trajectory are filled using a different colour, and the phase space that
has been explored by more than one trajectory is coloured white. It has to be ensured
that states between the trajectories are compatible (histogram boundaries of the dihedral
time occupation peaks need to be the same). Cytoscape visualizes the network and allows
obtaining basic network statistics.
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4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Visual analysis of MD trajectories

By the end of the project all of the simulations managed to reached the objective of 500
ns. All simulations were stable throughout the entire trajectories.

4.1.1 The free systems

The purpose of running the simulations of the free protein was to investigate the flexibility
of the 150-loop in different variants of NA, in the absence of interactions with a drug
molecule. Surprisingly, the N2 system (structure 1NN2), which started with an initially
closed 150-loop, showed the highest range of motion, switching between the open and
closed conformation multiple times throughout the trajectory. Figure 14 shows the range
of motion of the loop-150 in structure 1NN2.

The N2 (half-open, structure 4KIH) and N1 (rigid, structure 3NSS), structures seemed
quite rigid throughout the simulations. No changes in 150-loop conformations can be
noticed by eye. The 4K1H structure remained shut throughout the trajectories as the
arginine (residue 152) on the loop formed a salt bridge with glutamate, residue 119.
Figure 15 shows the range of motion of the loop-150 in structure 3NSS.

Figure 14: Range of motion of free 1NN2
structure. Image generated with VMD
[19].

Figure 15: Range of motion of free 3NSS
structure. Image generated with VMD
[19].
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4.1.2 The systems with an Oseltamivir molecule initially bound in the active
site

Figure 16: Range of motion of the 150-loop
and Oseltamivir in the wild-type 3TI6 struc-
ture. Image generated with VMD [19].

Simulations of the Oseltamivir bound
structures allowed assessment of the sta-
bility of binding of the drug and investiga-
tion of its role in the flexibility of the 150-
loop. In all systems the drug interacted
strongly with residues 151 and 152 of the
loop (as depicted in figure 6). In the case of
the 4K1I (initially closed) and 4K1K (ini-
tially half-open) type N2 systems, the in-
teraction held the drug in the binding sire
throughout the trajectories, however struc-
ture 4K1K showed more flexibility. This
agrees with experimental evidence stating
that the drug is effective against these In-
fluenza strains.

On the other hand, the type N1 struc-
ture 3TI6 exhibited a much more flexible
behaviour, which led to a loss of interac-
tion of Oseltamivir with residues 151 and
152. The drug rotated about its axis, but
stayed in the active site and re-establised
the binding interactions. Figure 16 shows
the range of motion of the 3TI6 150-loop and the unbound drug, as compared with the
initial structure.

4.1.3 Mutated systems with an Oseltamivir molecule initially bound in the
active site

The three type N1 mutated 3TI6 trajectories, as observed previously [4], showed sig-
nificant mobility leading to multiple drug unbinding events. However the 3 trajectories
were quite different in terms of range of motion of the 150-loop. The range of motion is
depicted by an overlaid snapshot from 3 simulations (figure 17):

• The “red” trajectory appeared to be the most rigid and Oseltamivir remained bound
in the active site for the first 430 ns. After that the interactions were lost, but the
drug remained in the active site. At the end of the trajectory the drug was very
near the initial configuration, having almost re-established the binding interactions.
The behaviour was similar to that of the wild-type 3TI6, with residues 151 and 152
interacting strongly with the drug and keeping the loop closed during the majority
of the trajectory. The mutated tyrosine reside didn’t appear to have an effect on
the dynamics.

• In the “blue” trajectory, the 150-loop gradually opened and released the interactions
with the drug (after about 150 ns). The loop appeared to be very flexible from the
start of the trajectory, but interactions of residues 151 and 152 with the drug
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initially kept it bound. However, after about 130 ns, the mutated tyrosine residue
pushed the Oseltamivir up, which lead to unbinding and allowed opening of the
loop. The drug molecule remained near the active site - in the 150-cavity, and
towards the end of the simulation returned to the binding site.

• The “green” trajectory showed the highest degree of mobility of the 150-loop. The
drug unbinding occurred early in the trajectory and the molecule drifted away from
the binding site into the secondary pocket. Throughout the trajectory the loop
continued to switch between the open and closed conformations, and even formed
a helix for a period of time (snapshot in figure 17).

Figure 17: 3 overlaid snapshots of the mutated 3TI6 trajectories, showing different ranges
of motion of the 150-loop and Oseltamivir positions. Image generated with VMD [19].
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4.2 RMSD analysis of simulation trajectories

Because the trajectory of the free type N2 structure (1NN2) differed greatly from the
rigid type N1 structure 3NSS, an RMSD analysis was run, in order to assess its value in
quantifying and detecting conformational changes (figure 18).
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Figure 18: RMSD analysis of the free 1NN2 and 3NSS trajectories.

The RMSD plots look similar for both structures. The first 100 ns corresponds to an
equilibration phase, where the protein finds its preferred conformation at the temperature
of the dynamics, which is different to the conformation of the crystal structure (which is
always obtained at a very low temperature). Afterwards, although the 1NN2 structure
does show some anomalies, the RMSD for both systems fluctuates at similar levels and
amplitudes. Despite the fact that the 150-loop is a very mobile element in the protein, its
signal gets lost in the RMSD values obtained from looking at all atoms in the trajectory.

It is possible to restrict the RMSD analysis to account only for residues of interest
(as has been demonstrated by Woods et al. [4]). This analysis has been shown to yield a
good correspondence between conformational changes and RMSD values. However, since
the information it delivers is impossible to decompose to extract more details about the
different conformations, this direction of research has been abandoned in the project.
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4.3 EMD signal analysis of dihedral trajectories

In order to compare with the RMSD analysis, the EMD signal analysis presented here
has been generated for the same systems as above.

Figure 19: EMD signal analysis of struc-
ture 1NN2 trajectory.

Figure 20: EMD signal analysis of struc-
ture 3NSS trajectory

In the case of the rigid 3NSS system (figure 20), the script picked up conformational
changes of 6 dihedral angles in the first half of the trajectory (up to 300 ns), which agrees
to some extent with the visual trajectory, which after an initial equilibration phase ap-
peared to remain rigid. In the case of the flexible 1NN2 system (figure 19), conformational
changes in 5 dihedral angles were picked up throughout the entire trajectory.

The developed script provides more information than the RMSD analysis because it
allows pinpointing the exact dihedral in which a change of state occurred. However, there
is still room for improvement, as at the moment, the script cannot reliably distinguish
between unlikely conformational changes that occur in flexible trajectories (such as struc-
ture 1NN2 or the Oseltamivir bound 3TI6 systems) and unimportant ones that occur in
more rigid structures (like the free 3NSS, or the Oseltamivir bound 4K1I/4K1K), but
also generate strong signals (that are classified as strong only because the overall signal
in the trajectory is much weaker). Due to this reason, there were less “important dihe-
drals” picked up in the more flexible (1NN2) structure, which in fact explores a broader
phase space. Apart from that, the script is currently hard coded to consider the signal
of the fourth IMF only, which works well for the NA systems, but proteins of a different
size and structure may exhibit a different natural low-frequency vibration, which might
correspond to a different IMF.
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4.4 Networks of transition between states pathways

4.4.1 The joint network of the 3 mutated 3TI6 systems

The first network of transitions between states drawn is the joint network of states of the
3 identical mutated 3TI6 trajectories (figure 21).

Figure 21: Joint network of transitions between states for the mutated 3TI6 systems.
The RGB colours represent states uniquely explored by one of the trajectories, while
their mixtures represent overlapping states. Image generated using Cytoscape [37].

The colours correspond to the same trajectories as were used in the visual analysis:
the “red” 150-loop was the most rigid of the three, the “blue” one has gradually opened and
the “green” one explored the broadest phase state, even forming a helix. A glance at the
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network reveals that a big part of the phase space has been explored by multiple systems
(states represented by non-RGB nodes). Apart from that, each system explored “its own”
unique part of the phase space; the structure of the network nicely separates out the 3
trajectories with overlaps at the interfaces. The “green” trajectory, which formed a helix,
took a long pathway away from the other structures, passing through unlikely transitions
and nodes of a low degree (meaning that there are few possible transitions from their
corresponding states), before returning to the common part of the network. Addition-
ally, it is worth pointing out, that the network representation of the phase state allows
identifying critical nodes (states) that allow proceeding into unlikely conformations.
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4.4.2 The network of all N1 systems

The network of all NA type N1 systems is a joined network of the 3 mutant 3TI6 systems
(above) with the network of the wild-type Oseltamivir bound 3TI6 system (yellow) and
the free 3NSS trajectory (cyan; figure 22).

Figure 22: Network of transitions between states for the N1 systems. The RGB colours
represent the mutated 3TI6 systems; yellow nodes represent states unique to the wild-type
3TI6 trajectory; cyan corresponds to the free 3NSS structure. The white nodes represent
stated explored by multiple trajectories. Image generated using Cytoscape [37].

Note that from now on the white nodes represent all states that have been explored by
more than one trajectory, while the other colours represent states that are unique to one
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of the trajectories. The generated network reveals that the wild-type 3TI6 system shared
the common parts of the phase space explored by the mutated system. This result makes
sense, since structurally the 150-loops are identical in both systems. The insight that may
be drawn from this observation is that the mutation doesn’t change the character of the
150-loop dynamics, but rather promotes a quicker exploration of unlikely conformations,
probably through the action of pushing up against the drug molecule, which is interacting
with the 150-loop.

The free 3NSS system, on the other hand, is entirely disjoint from the phase space
explored by the Oseltamivir bound structures. Due to the lack of the drug in the binding
pocket, it initiated the dynamics in a different conformation and due to its rigid nature (or
possibly, its position in a deep well of the phase space) its trajectory remained separated
from the trajectories of the other systems. The time scope of the project has not allowed
investigating this matter further, however it would be very interesting to find out whether
the phase space of the 3TI6 system would be accessible from one of its states. This could
be performed by finding the states, which are most close to one another (differing by 1
dihedral angle state) in the disjoint networks and pumping energy into the 3NSS system
so as to help it overcome the activation energy barrier. The next interesting question is
whether once in the conformational phase space of the Oseltamivir bound systems, would
the 3NSS system exhibit the same dynamics, or would it fall back to the energy minimum
of its initial configuration.
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4.4.3 The network of all N2 systems

A similar network for the 150-loop conformations in all NA type N2 systems has been
generated: the free 1NN2 (red) and 4K1H (green) systems as well as the Oseltamivir
bound 4K1K with the 150-loop initially half-open (blue) and 4K1I with the 150-loop
initially closed (cyan; figure 23).

Figure 23: Network of transitions between states for the N2 systems. The red nodes
correspond to conformations unique to the free 1NN2 structure; green nodes to the free
4K1H system; blue to the Oseltamivir bound, with an initially half-open 150-loop 4K1K
system; cyan to the Oseltamivir bound, with an initially shut 150-loop 4K1I system and
white correspond to the conformations explored by multiple systems. Image generated
using Cytoscape [37].
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All of the trajectories started off in a similar part of the network (top right hand corner
of figure 23). The free 4K1H structure remained very conserved throughout the entire
trajectory only exploring a few conformations; a very small subset of the phase space
explored by the other structures. The flexible 1NN2 structure, after a period of equi-
libration, left the cluster of conformations similar to the crystal structure and explored
a very broad range of phase space finding 2 large (consisting of multiple conformations)
energy minima clusters. This demonstrates the importance of performing molecular dy-
namics on crystal structures, since the conformation of the crystal may differ significantly
from the conformation of the protein at normal operational temperature. When drugs
are being designed using a static 3d model, the conformations from the 2 large energy
minima visible here should be taken as the model structure, rather than the original
crystal structure.

Similarly, both Oseltamivir bound systems drifted away from the phase space of the
original crystal structure, but surprisingly each went into a different region of phase
space. This is most likely just a random effect and running more simulations of the
systems would allow determining whether both systems are capable of falling into both
phase space regions.

On top of that, it is very important to realize that the network of transitions presented
here has been generated from only one trajectory of each structure and just like has
been observed in the case of the 3 mutated 3TI6 systems, each time, due to random
perturbations, each structure explores a different region of the phase space. Many more
simulations would have to be run to build a network, which encompasses the whole phase
space possible to explore. Further advances in the simulation computation speed are
expected, so in the near future, after running many simulations starting from the same
initial configuration, it will be possible to build more complete networks, with well defined
activation energy barriers between clusters of conformations.
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5 Future work and conclusion

The simulations of 9 NA systems confirmed that different NA types have 150-loops of
greatly varying flexibility, which affect the stability of binding of an Oseltamivir molecule
in the binding site. Apart from that, the simulations demonstrated that the presence
of Oseltamivir affects the dynamics of the 150-loop and that the conformation of the
150-loop in the crystal structure often does not correspond to its preferred conformation
at biologically relevant temperatures.

In this project different methods for analyzing molecular dynamics simulation trajec-
tories have been explored. It has been demonstrated that reducing the dimensionality
of the system by only considering dihedral angles between quadruples of atoms creates a
better analysis framework than using Euclidean coordinates. EMD has been shown to be
capable of detecting conformational changes driven by low-frequency phonons traveling
through the entire crystal structure. Defining conformational states by considering time
occupation histograms of dihedral angles allows building networks of transitions between
states, whose edges quantify activation energy barriers between states (nodes) and can
be used to compare multiple trajectories of compatible structures and identify critical
conformations.

The plan for future work is to enhance the performance of the signal analysis method
for detecting conformational changes by incorporating information about the network
of states into the algorithm so as to detect conformational changes when a transition
between clusters of states occurs. For this purpose, it is first necessary to implement an
algorithm for an automatic clustering of states. This would allow using the method on
larger systems, through reducing the phase space by collapsing all conformations within
a cluster into a single state. Achieving this would yield a very valuable and universal tool
for the analysis of molecular dynamics trajectories, which would need to be compiled into
an easy to use software package with incorporated tools that would allow obtaining the
crystal structure of any node (or cluster of nodes) and the activation energy barriers.

Additionally it would be worth further investigating whether network statistics (such
as degree distribution, or characteristic path length) could be translated to give biological
insight and provide more ways of classifying structures. Apart from that, this method
could prove to be very useful in the analysis of enzymes (which usually exist in multiple
conformations), or Intrinsically Disordered Proteins (IDPs), that normally do not have
a defined structure and their conformation stabilizes only upon binding [38]. Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) can be used to parametrize very efficient molecular dynamics
simulations of the structure without a solution that yield trajectories, which perfectly
agree with experimentally obtained data. The trajectories would allow building networks
of transitions between conformations and identifying critical nodes in the pathways that
could be targeted for blocking if the activity of the enzyme in a given conformation is
not desired.
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